100 photos of growing up female in a porn
culture
A short text
reflecting about myself.
How I sexualized my body
without even watching porn.
In fact, I watched my first porn movie at the age of twenty. While I was a teenager
pornography seemed to be something dirty, something only boys could watch
without feeling guilty. Even if I wanted to know more about sexuality, I was too
afraid to see something I could not handle. Magazines like “Glamour“ or “Jolie“ gave
me the opportunity to read about sex and all the stuff guys seem to want, without
watching porn.
This is only one point that gave me a connection to the text from Gail Dines “Visible
or Invisible: Growing Up Female in a Porn Culture“. While I was reading the text for
the seminar ”Pornification of Culture“, I realized how much pop culture had an
influence on my self-representation and my self-esteem. I was shocked how much I
could relate for example to the topic of waxing or even the image of sexuality the
show “Sex and the City“ gave me.
Many of my own sexual experiences were shaped by the thought that I have to
please my partner to make him stay. The way I looked at my body was through a
male gaze, objectifying myself and clearly wanting to look sexual attractive for men.
Some of these aspects changed in the past two years because I began to reflect about
my body image and learned that there is no perfect body and most important: there
is no need for a perfect body.
In this work, which you could maybe call an artistic research project or something
like this, I reflect on my sexualized self-representation from 2009 to 2017. I have
gone through thousands of photos and searched for the ones fitting into the topic of
objectifying my body. Most of the photographs are self-portraits but there are also
pictures with friends or even my ex-boyfriend. Because I want to be respectful and
only comment on myself, I decided to censor the faces. The pictures are in a
chronological order and in their original editing.
To be honest, I sill can not position myself clearly - but I think I am almost grown up
now and I have recognized that fitting into the hyper sexualized image of females
will not make me a powerful women. It is a fallacy that making myself a sex object
will give me any power about men in a not sexual way. There is a difference between
having a healthy sexuality and healthy view on your own body and the desire to be
desired by man in a sexual way. Empowering is something different than fitting into
the image of a sexual free women the porn culture creates.
Maybe empowering is looking at old pictures of myself and knowing that I will not
come back to this point where I thought I have to be the most sexiest women to have
intimacy and respectful sex.

100 photos of growing up female in a porn
culture
A short text
talking about
how this project relates to
the class “Pornification of Culture“.
I decided to attend the class “Pornification of Culture“ without even knowing what
the word “pornification“ exactly meant. Somehow I had the wish to learn more
about how porn influences me but I could not possibly imagine on how much this
seminar would give me the opportunity to reflect and be critical about my own
(sexualized) self-representation.
In the first class I finally learned a word for many things I had noticed happening in
the past years in our society but did not know how to call this phenomena: The porn
tropes. I still have an ambivalent relationship to this tropes - on the one hand I like
the aesthetics from for example over-knee stockings, but on the other hand I see the
problem liking this since I was fourteen. Furthermore I learned more about male
stream/male gaze and about how this affects young females, including me, in their
sexuality.
I really liked the discussions we had in class about the controversy of the video
“Anaconda“ from Nicki Minaj and how she got in some kind of control, how she uses
“Baby Got Back“ from Mack Daddy to sexualize herself in a feministic and also
ironic way. In fact I appreciated every discussion we had about (music) videos, also
from “Fairy Dust“ or “Hengstin“ - I had the feeling that we practiced analyzing what
we learned from the different theoretical texts. The theoretical background we
gained for example from Mc Nairs text about the history of porn/porn chic helped
me to get an overview about how porn relates to the media since ages.
Meanwhile I also realized how much pop culture affected me when I was younger
and still affects me. Watching Britney Spears “Womanizer“ in my teenage years had
of course an influence on me and my sexuality. I determined that without even
watching porn until I was twenty, I was nevertheless influenced by the
pornification, by all the porn tropes and the male gaze you can find in our every day
life. So I could strongly relate to the text we read in class: Gail Dines “Visible or
Invisible: Growing Up Female in a Porn Culture“.
The class which was held by Madita Oeming was also really interesting - watching a
female friendly/ feminist porn in class and discussing openly about what we had
seen in a more or less explicit way, was kind of liberating. Somehow I thought that
this is so important: Being able to talk about pornography or sexuality in a open
way without the pressure to prove oneself.
When we talked about sexualized selfies in class I felt kind of catched - I started to
scroll through my photos on my laptop and had an “aha-moment“: Even if I thought
I had a healthy sexuality, I realized that I sexualized myself through a male gaze for

years. It was simultaneous liberating and tough to deal with all the photos but it
helped me to reflect, to be self-critical and to come to the point where I end this text
with:
“Maybe empowering is looking at old pictures of myself and knowing that I will not
come back to this point where I thought I have to be the most sexiest women to have
intimacy and respectful sex.“

